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About the Report
• Commissioned in 2020 for the British Council – resource for internal and external use
• First section – literature review and interviews
– What is the role of higher education in transforming society in relation to women’s
equality and empowerment?
– How is gender inequality reflected, reinforced and challenged in higher education
worldwide?
• Second section –
British Council
Focus

• How does the British Council’s work in higher education align with its theory of
change for Women and Girls’ Empowerment?
• Applying a gender lens to the Higher Education and Science theory of change

– 17 Case studies – including 12 from British Council programmes
– Resources and examples to assist with gender mainstreaming
– Recommendations under 12 key themes
https://www.britishcouncil.org/gender-equality-higher-education-maximising-impacts

what is the evidence and

where can it be found?
• Enrolment in HE
• Progression to research

• Research and innovation
• Subject selection

• The
importance
of the
lifecycle
approach

• Curriculum content

• Teaching and learning environments
• Academic research and teaching
• Gendered violence and harm
staff

• Compounded disadvantage and
discrimination
https://www.britishcouncil.org/gender-equality-higher-education-maximising-impacts
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Using the country and region index
Text from the report:
Job advertisements making use of
social media may fall victim to
algorithms that discriminate by gender.
A field test in the USA found that a
‘gender-neutral’ Facebook
advertisement for STEM careers was
delivered to and seen by more men
than women (Lambrecht & Tucker,
2018). This finding also has implications
for HEIs and partner institutions who
use social media to recruit students.
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National differences: progression to research
Female researchers

Female STEM researchers
(engineering and tech)

• the Americas: Venezuela 6%; Peru
29%

Egypt: 30%

• Europe: North Macedonia 5%;
Germany 28%
• Africa: Tunisia 56%; Chad 3%
• Asia and the Pacific: Myanmar 76%;
Jordan 20%; Japan 17%.

Within Europe, few figures are available,
but the percentage of female
engineering and technology researchers
in the Netherlands only increased from
13 per cent in 2012 to 15 per cent in
2016.
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Resources example: Professional development of
educators and researchers

Case Studies

Gender-focussed
activities
e.g. “professional
training includes
competencies in
gender”

https://www.britishcouncil.org

What can
monitoring look
like?

Resources (toolkits, handbooks,
guidance)
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